A CALL FOR BURSARIES TO ATTEND

3rd EURACT Medical Education Conference
5-7 October 2023 • Bled - Slovenia
BACKGROUND

EURACT - the European Academy of Teachers in General Practice/Family Medicine aims to foster and maintain a high standard in European primary health care by the promotion of study and education in the field of general practice.

The 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference in Slovenia is an unrivaled opportunity to take a deep dive into the world of education in Primary Care and to meet family doctors who passionately combine being physicians with their teaching vocation. EURACT will support five young family physicians with bursaries to come to the 3rd EURACT Conference in Slovenia.

REFUND

Five bursary recipients will receive a free registration (up to 140 €) and 300 € to cover travel and accommodation expenses.

The refund can cover:

- the cost of flight/bus/train tickets to the 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference
- the cost of accommodation during the 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference

DOCUMENTS

1. Application form (saved Name_EURACT_2023) (see below)
2. Proof of a young doctor status: GP trainee or during the first 6 years after training (saved as Name_Status_EURACT_2023)

All the documents must be sent to awards@eyfdm.eu.

CALENDAR

All the documents must be sent to the awards@eyfdm.eu by the 23rd of July. The applicants will be informed about the results through emails by the 28th of July. The results will be then announced on www.eyfdm.eu.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS

The applicant will be asked to send the proof of incurred costs (e.g. bills, invoices) within 7 days after the Conference to office@euract.eu

The reimbursement will be given up to one month after finalising mentioned above requirements.

JURY

The Selection of the five bursary recipients will be made by a Jury made up of EYFDM Executive members who will evaluate the application forms.

EXCLUSION CRITERIA

We cannot provide the reimbursement if the Fund recipient:

- is not from a country that is within the WONCA Europe region
- is not a young family physicians
- fails to prove attendance at the 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference
- fails to prove the incurred costs
- lives currently in Slovenia

APPLICATION FORM SEE BELOW
APPLICATION FORM

Full name: 
Address: 
Country: 
Age: 
Phone: 
Email: 

If you are a Family Medicine trainee, please write a year of training, name and address of your training center:

If you are a Family Medicine specialist within your first 5 years after qualification, please write a month and year of the qualification:

Please, answer the following questions (use no more than 200 words for questions 1-4):

1) How will you benefit from attending the 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference?

2) Do you plan to invest the results of this experience in your country? If yes, how?

3) Are there any difficult life situation(s) that made you apply for a bursary?

4) Have you been active in the field of education in Primary Care? If yes, could you describe your activity at the national and/or international level?

5) Have you submitted an abstract to the 3rd EURACT Medical Educational Conference?

The filled application form should be saved in PDF and sent to awards@eyfdm.eu